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All welcome...All welcome... all experience levels and abilities most definitely welcome, women and men. In all classes there's a mix all experience levels and abilities most definitely welcome, women and men. In all classes there's a mix

of abilities. Remember EVERYONE is a beginner to start, so don't let that put you off. If Kate had £1 for every time she'sof abilities. Remember EVERYONE is a beginner to start, so don't let that put you off. If Kate had £1 for every time she's

heard the following as reasons not to join classes... heard the following as reasons not to join classes... 'Everyone will be way better than me, I don't know what I'm doing.''Everyone will be way better than me, I don't know what I'm doing.'

A few classes in and you'll be lifting and moving like a pro (which has been said about other people in classes, whoA few classes in and you'll be lifting and moving like a pro (which has been said about other people in classes, who

were new/never done the class before). were new/never done the class before). 'Everyone will stare at me or judge me.''Everyone will stare at me or judge me.'    Never the case... everyone is focusedNever the case... everyone is focused

on their own workout, using the mirrors to check their own technique (something everyone is continually cued to do).on their own workout, using the mirrors to check their own technique (something everyone is continually cued to do).

There's only ever support and encouragement given by Kate and all the crew. There's always modifications forThere's only ever support and encouragement given by Kate and all the crew. There's always modifications for

exercises offered too. So you can make a move easier or harder, and adapt as your progress... don't stress.exercises offered too. So you can make a move easier or harder, and adapt as your progress... don't stress.                

A welcoming vibe & awesome tribe!A welcoming vibe & awesome tribe!    

All clear... All clear... every class is clearly explained at the start, and every exercise is explained and demonstrated throughout.every class is clearly explained at the start, and every exercise is explained and demonstrated throughout.

The more you do, the more you improve! With practice and consistency comes confidence and results, improvementsThe more you do, the more you improve! With practice and consistency comes confidence and results, improvements

with form, technique, strength and fitness... you will always be challenged, but at a level that is right for you. There'swith form, technique, strength and fitness... you will always be challenged, but at a level that is right for you. There's

zero pressure in classes... if you need longer rest, need to slow the pace, you do whatever you need to do... somethingzero pressure in classes... if you need longer rest, need to slow the pace, you do whatever you need to do... something

you'll be told throughout too.you'll be told throughout too.    

Classes are delivered by Kate Brooks, a PT and group fitness instructor qualified and experienced instructing groupClasses are delivered by Kate Brooks, a PT and group fitness instructor qualified and experienced instructing group

exercise in a wide range of disciplines. Delivered most days of the week, there is a good mix of strength and cardioexercise in a wide range of disciplines. Delivered most days of the week, there is a good mix of strength and cardio

classes, something to suit everyone... all experience levels and abilities.classes, something to suit everyone... all experience levels and abilities.      
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About Classes...

A warm and welcoming vibe awaits... any newbies to the tribe will only ever feel like that for the first 5 minutes (ifA warm and welcoming vibe awaits... any newbies to the tribe will only ever feel like that for the first 5 minutes (if

that) - we're a lovely bunch!that) - we're a lovely bunch!            

All about the feel-good & fun...All about the feel-good & fun... feeling is something you will hear Kate go on about a lot! Feeling the muscles you're feeling is something you will hear Kate go on about a lot! Feeling the muscles you're

working for every move, making that mind-muscle connection to support with technique. And all the feels thatworking for every move, making that mind-muscle connection to support with technique. And all the feels that

endorphins give... that are literally AMAZING! The focus is to have fun, to make friends and have a laugh in each class.endorphins give... that are literally AMAZING! The focus is to have fun, to make friends and have a laugh in each class.

To enjoy that precious 'me-time' in a healthy and feel-good kinda way. Doing something for you, that is going toTo enjoy that precious 'me-time' in a healthy and feel-good kinda way. Doing something for you, that is going to

elevate and boost you, body and mind.elevate and boost you, body and mind.              
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Exercise and endorphins are the wonder drug we all NEED! But all too often we fail to take the necessary dose... andExercise and endorphins are the wonder drug we all NEED! But all too often we fail to take the necessary dose... and

the impact of that can be deadly. This might sound a bit dramatic... but when you consider the stats for reducing thethe impact of that can be deadly. This might sound a bit dramatic... but when you consider the stats for reducing the

risks of health conditions, it is so significant. Ultimately that is why we need to exercise, for our health andrisks of health conditions, it is so significant. Ultimately that is why we need to exercise, for our health and  

well-being, to live a long and independent life. We all need to look after the the skin we live in, body and mind...well-being, to live a long and independent life. We all need to look after the the skin we live in, body and mind...    

Exercise… how much, how often, what kind, why?Exercise… how much, how often, what kind, why? When it comes to exercise the recommended guidelines for adults When it comes to exercise the recommended guidelines for adults

aged 19-65+ is to aim for 150 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity each week (5 x 30 minutes per week asaged 19-65+ is to aim for 150 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity each week (5 x 30 minutes per week as

an example), OR 75 minutes of vigorous activity, at a higher intensity across the week. All adults should undertakean example), OR 75 minutes of vigorous activity, at a higher intensity across the week. All adults should undertake

muscle strengthening activity (including balance and coordination for 65+), such as exercising withmuscle strengthening activity (including balance and coordination for 65+), such as exercising with

weights/bodyweight on at least 2 days a week. These are the official lines... to keep it simple, try to be active in someweights/bodyweight on at least 2 days a week. These are the official lines... to keep it simple, try to be active in some

way, most days. Less time spent sitting/sedentary and more time moving... getting the steps in, going about yourway, most days. Less time spent sitting/sedentary and more time moving... getting the steps in, going about your

activities of daily living and exercising.activities of daily living and exercising.    

  Do more of the stuff that makes you feel goodDo more of the stuff that makes you feel good

What kind… what do you enjoy? What kind… what do you enjoy? This isn’t a one workout quick-fix thing, this needs to be a long-term commitment thatThis isn’t a one workout quick-fix thing, this needs to be a long-term commitment that

becomes part of your lifestyle to truly realise the benefits. Nothing happens overnight, so enjoyment is essential.becomes part of your lifestyle to truly realise the benefits. Nothing happens overnight, so enjoyment is essential.

You’ll see lots of programmes and workouts enticing you in with quick fix, fat blast, flat tummy titles… these canYou’ll see lots of programmes and workouts enticing you in with quick fix, fat blast, flat tummy titles… these can

work to kick-start healthier habits, BUT more often than not they are so intense with restrictions and multiplework to kick-start healthier habits, BUT more often than not they are so intense with restrictions and multiple

workouts a day that they are not sustainable long-term, and so most people get quick/drastic results and fall rightworkouts a day that they are not sustainable long-term, and so most people get quick/drastic results and fall right

back into old habits, and are back where they started (or worse off). Whether it’s the gym, gardening, walking,back into old habits, and are back where they started (or worse off). Whether it’s the gym, gardening, walking,

running or doing classes that is your thing, the focus should always be doing it for the feel-good. Don’t be afraid torunning or doing classes that is your thing, the focus should always be doing it for the feel-good. Don’t be afraid to

try new things too, if you’re not sure what you like or want to expand your exercise horizons. Consistency andtry new things too, if you’re not sure what you like or want to expand your exercise horizons. Consistency and

regularity are key!regularity are key!  
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Exercise for Body & Mind...

Kate's mKate's message and mantra to all class-essage and mantra to all class-goers and clients - to focus on the feel-good as much as you can, in all you dogoers and clients - to focus on the feel-good as much as you can, in all you do

and consume. Get in tune with your mind and body, use feel-good as your focus and motivation, and all will fall intoand consume. Get in tune with your mind and body, use feel-good as your focus and motivation, and all will fall into

place.place.  

Exercise… why? Exercise… why? For yourself, your health and well-being... to be strong in body and mind, to live a full, active andFor yourself, your health and well-being... to be strong in body and mind, to live a full, active and

independent life. Our health is in our hands, in large part... there are lots of things that are out of our control, butindependent life. Our health is in our hands, in large part... there are lots of things that are out of our control, but

what we do, how we move and what we consume is in our control. Exercise empowers us...what we do, how we move and what we consume is in our control. Exercise empowers us...          
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  Benefits of exercise… some of the many!Benefits of exercise… some of the many!

It can reduce your risk of major illnesses, such as heart disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes and cancer by up toIt can reduce your risk of major illnesses, such as heart disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes and cancer by up to

50% and lower your risk of early death by up to 30%. Exercise can greatly improve existing conditions too. This50% and lower your risk of early death by up to 30%. Exercise can greatly improve existing conditions too. This

is massive and should be high up on everyone’s priority. Your health is in your hands in large part… seriouslyis massive and should be high up on everyone’s priority. Your health is in your hands in large part… seriously

take time to digest and consider this.take time to digest and consider this.    

It reduces risk of stress, depression, dementia and Alzheimer's disease. Mental health is ever more importantIt reduces risk of stress, depression, dementia and Alzheimer's disease. Mental health is ever more important

too, anything to support good mental health and well-being is most definitely a must.too, anything to support good mental health and well-being is most definitely a must.            

Exercise supports healthy weight management and can help prevent excess weight gain and support weightExercise supports healthy weight management and can help prevent excess weight gain and support weight

loss.loss.

Exercise boosts your confidence and self-esteem, the fitter and stronger you are, the stronger you feel in bodyExercise boosts your confidence and self-esteem, the fitter and stronger you are, the stronger you feel in body

and mind.and mind.  

Exercise gives you a surge in energy, endorphins are a wondrous thing. No matter how tired you feel, you willExercise gives you a surge in energy, endorphins are a wondrous thing. No matter how tired you feel, you will

feel energised feel energised after exercise. It also greatly improves your quality of sleep.after exercise. It also greatly improves your quality of sleep.  

Exercising helps you to remain active and independent in later life, reducing risk of falls and fractures. Lots ofExercising helps you to remain active and independent in later life, reducing risk of falls and fractures. Lots of

people people are active in their early years and then slow/stop as they age, it’s ever more important in later life toare active in their early years and then slow/stop as they age, it’s ever more important in later life to

have a good quality of life.have a good quality of life.  

Exercise is a great way to socialise, meet new people and make friends, get that all-important 'me-time'.Exercise is a great way to socialise, meet new people and make friends, get that all-important 'me-time'.  

  Encouraging friends and family to get active with you is a great way to spend quality time too.Encouraging friends and family to get active with you is a great way to spend quality time too.

Exercise for Body & Mind...

Motivation & Mindset...Motivation & Mindset...  

When it comes to motivation and mindset all of the above points should be considerWhen it comes to motivation and mindset all of the above points should be considered major motivators, encouraginged major motivators, encouraging

you to exercise, in particular points 1 and 2, it’s about you looking after you! Making a commitment to yourself, youryou to exercise, in particular points 1 and 2, it’s about you looking after you! Making a commitment to yourself, your

health and taking action. No-one is going to do it for you… motivation will come and go in flows (more of the go, mosthealth and taking action. No-one is going to do it for you… motivation will come and go in flows (more of the go, most

of the time) and so you won’t ever be motivated 100% of the time. But focus on the feel-good elements, know that youof the time) and so you won’t ever be motivated 100% of the time. But focus on the feel-good elements, know that you

will feel amazing as soon as those endorphins kick-in. Get your kit on... and go through the motions... you'll neverwill feel amazing as soon as those endorphins kick-in. Get your kit on... and go through the motions... you'll never

regret a workout - fact!regret a workout - fact!

Join the crew and see how we motivate and support each other!Join the crew and see how we motivate and support each other!

This is the best thing about group exercise... it's so much more than just exercise. Everyone is rooting for each other,This is the best thing about group exercise... it's so much more than just exercise. Everyone is rooting for each other,

a team effort and environment. We are each others biggest supporters, spurring each other on, every session.a team effort and environment. We are each others biggest supporters, spurring each other on, every session.

Everyone works at their level, no pressure or pretense... only support 100%.Everyone works at their level, no pressure or pretense... only support 100%.  
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Endorphins are the miracle drug we all NEED! The benefits for physical and mental health are endless..Endorphins are the miracle drug we all NEED! The benefits for physical and mental health are endless....  

Being more active and exercising is the answer to improving or reducing the risk of most health conditions.Being more active and exercising is the answer to improving or reducing the risk of most health conditions.

Something that everyone needs to take on board, and take action. It's always tough to begin, for everyone. But theSomething that everyone needs to take on board, and take action. It's always tough to begin, for everyone. But the

more you do, the more you improve, and most importantly want to do. Endorphins are wondrous things (and highlymore you do, the more you improve, and most importantly want to do. Endorphins are wondrous things (and highly

addictive), they give you energy, make you feel empowered, make you feel strong in body and mind, give you the bestaddictive), they give you energy, make you feel empowered, make you feel strong in body and mind, give you the best

boost! It's my job to support and show you...boost! It's my job to support and show you...  

Hey... I'm KateHey... I'm Kate

I'm a I'm a Level 3 personal trainer and group exercise instructor that specialises in pre &Level 3 personal trainer and group exercise instructor that specialises in pre &

post natal exercise. I'm qualified and experienced instructing in a number of exercisepost natal exercise. I'm qualified and experienced instructing in a number of exercise

disciplines, including: barbells, kettlebells, circuits, spinning, HIIT, as well as lowerdisciplines, including: barbells, kettlebells, circuits, spinning, HIIT, as well as lower

impact classes and chair based exercise for older adults. I love my job! I'm soimpact classes and chair based exercise for older adults. I love my job! I'm so

passionate about supporting people to improve their physical and mental health andpassionate about supporting people to improve their physical and mental health and

well-being, and I get just as much out of instructing as my clients and class-goers do,well-being, and I get just as much out of instructing as my clients and class-goers do,

the hit/high you get from endorphins is a mega buzz for me too!the hit/high you get from endorphins is a mega buzz for me too!  

My approach is relaxed and informal in all the classes I instruct. I strive to create a laid-back, friendly and welcomingMy approach is relaxed and informal in all the classes I instruct. I strive to create a laid-back, friendly and welcoming    

atmosphere. A space where we openly discuss anything and everything... you'll most likely know my life story after aatmosphere. A space where we openly discuss anything and everything... you'll most likely know my life story after a

couple of classes. They truly are as much about the social and support, as they are the exercise. We ditch the Lycracouple of classes. They truly are as much about the social and support, as they are the exercise. We ditch the Lycra

and go out out on socials throughout the year too. There are no cliques in my classes, it's a welcoming and friendlyand go out out on socials throughout the year too. There are no cliques in my classes, it's a welcoming and friendly

vibe and crew... if you're new, you'll only feel like a newbie for 5 minutes... I promise you!vibe and crew... if you're new, you'll only feel like a newbie for 5 minutes... I promise you!        
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About Kate...

Kate x
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This lower body and core focused workout will build strength, shape and tone your legs, glutes and core. UsingThis lower body and core focused workout will build strength, shape and tone your legs, glutes and core. Using

various weights, exercise bands and step boxes, you will torch your tush and all the major lower body and corevarious weights, exercise bands and step boxes, you will torch your tush and all the major lower body and core

muscles. Disclaimer… stairs and sitting down may be tough the next few days.muscles. Disclaimer… stairs and sitting down may be tough the next few days.

This high intensity, high impact bodyweight and weights workout will fire up the heart rate and metabolism helpingThis high intensity, high impact bodyweight and weights workout will fire up the heart rate and metabolism helping

you crush the calories. All the major muscle groups will get a blasting, using various high-intensity interval trainingyou crush the calories. All the major muscle groups will get a blasting, using various high-intensity interval training

techniques. HIIT is quick; fast paced and fierce. A workout that delivers all you want from a cardio workout, in atechniques. HIIT is quick; fast paced and fierce. A workout that delivers all you want from a cardio workout, in a

fraction of the time. Improved strength, cardiovascular fitness and lean muscle.fraction of the time. Improved strength, cardiovascular fitness and lean muscle.

This full-body barbell workout will burn calories, build strength, shape and tone your entire body! Using studioThis full-body barbell workout will burn calories, build strength, shape and tone your entire body! Using studio

barbells, weight plates and bodyweight, you will work all major muscle groups. Expect to feel the burn, with a strongbarbells, weight plates and bodyweight, you will work all major muscle groups. Expect to feel the burn, with a strong

start to the week!start to the week!  
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HiiTBlast

About Classes...

Barbell BodySculpt

Legs, Bums & Tums

Monday's @ 6.45-7.30pm (45 mins)Monday's @ 6.45-7.30pm (45 mins)

Wednesday's @ 7-7.30pm (30 mins)Wednesday's @ 7-7.30pm (30 mins)

TuesdayTuesday's @ 9.30-10am (30 mins)'s @ 9.30-10am (30 mins)

All classes delivered are in-line with Covid guidelines, with necessary risk assessments and protocols in place.All classes delivered are in-line with Covid guidelines, with necessary risk assessments and protocols in place.    Classes will be reviewedClasses will be reviewed

on an ongoing basis and changed / added to in-line with demand and attendance numbers. Keep your eyes peeled on the website, socialon an ongoing basis and changed / added to in-line with demand and attendance numbers. Keep your eyes peeled on the website, social

media and the GymCatch app for changes.media and the GymCatch app for changes.  

Circuits
Circuit training is one of the best ways to improve all round fitness, conditioning the body, improving strength, toneCircuit training is one of the best ways to improve all round fitness, conditioning the body, improving strength, tone

and stamina. Completing a series of timed exercises, performed one after the other with minimal rest betweenand stamina. Completing a series of timed exercises, performed one after the other with minimal rest between

stations, you get so much bang (sweat and burn) for your buck! Circuits is loved by the masses, for the variety,stations, you get so much bang (sweat and burn) for your buck! Circuits is loved by the masses, for the variety,

combining strength, cardio and core exercises, and the speed classes fly at.combining strength, cardio and core exercises, and the speed classes fly at.

TuesdayTuesday's @ 7.10-7.55pm (45 mins)'s @ 7.10-7.55pm (45 mins)
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HiiTBlast

About Classes...

ThursdayThursday's @ 7-7.30pm (30 mins)'s @ 7-7.30pm (30 mins)

Kettlebell & Core
This full-body kettlebell workout will burn calories, build strength, shape and tone your entire body! Using a light toThis full-body kettlebell workout will burn calories, build strength, shape and tone your entire body! Using a light to

moderate weight kettlebell and high reps, you will work all major muscle groups. You get SO much bang for your buckmoderate weight kettlebell and high reps, you will work all major muscle groups. You get SO much bang for your buck

with kettlebells... it's Kate's fav class!with kettlebells... it's Kate's fav class!

Wednesday's @ 7.40-8.10pm (30 mins)Wednesday's @ 7.40-8.10pm (30 mins)

This high intensity, high impact bodyweight and weights workout will fire up the heart rate and metabolism helpingThis high intensity, high impact bodyweight and weights workout will fire up the heart rate and metabolism helping

you crush the calories. All the major muscle groups will get a blasting, using various high-intensity interval trainingyou crush the calories. All the major muscle groups will get a blasting, using various high-intensity interval training

techniques. HIIT is quick; fast paced and fierce. A workout that delivers all you want from a cardio workout, in atechniques. HIIT is quick; fast paced and fierce. A workout that delivers all you want from a cardio workout, in a

fraction of the time. Improved strength, cardiovascular fitness and lean muscle.fraction of the time. Improved strength, cardiovascular fitness and lean muscle.

Circuits
Circuit training is one of the best ways to improve all round fitness, conditioning the body, improving strength, toneCircuit training is one of the best ways to improve all round fitness, conditioning the body, improving strength, tone

and stamina. Completing a series of timed exercises, performed one after the other with minimal rest betweenand stamina. Completing a series of timed exercises, performed one after the other with minimal rest between

stations, you get so much bang (sweat and burn) for your buck! Circuits is loved by the masses, for the variety,stations, you get so much bang (sweat and burn) for your buck! Circuits is loved by the masses, for the variety,

combining strength, cardio and core exercises, and the speed classes fly at.combining strength, cardio and core exercises, and the speed classes fly at.

FridayFriday's @ 7-7.30am (30 mins)'s @ 7-7.30am (30 mins)

Sweat the Sins
All major muscle groups will get a blasting with a mix of strength, cardio and core. A workout to get you ready andAll major muscle groups will get a blasting with a mix of strength, cardio and core. A workout to get you ready and

raring for the week ahead (strong body, strong mind) and sweat out those weekend sins!raring for the week ahead (strong body, strong mind) and sweat out those weekend sins!

Sunday's @ 10-10.45am (45 mins)Sunday's @ 10-10.45am (45 mins)

High energy, awesome vibes… you’re guaranteed to leave with a smile & mega endorphin high!High energy, awesome vibes… you’re guaranteed to leave with a smile & mega endorphin high!
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'I have been doing classes for a month now. Having been someone'I have been doing classes for a month now. Having been someone

who really struggles with confidence and group exercise scenarios,who really struggles with confidence and group exercise scenarios,

Kate has really made me feel welcome and encouraged. All classesKate has really made me feel welcome and encouraged. All classes

have modifications offered, so it really does suit all abilities. have modifications offered, so it really does suit all abilities. I'mI'm

thoroughly enjoying the classes, and am considering PT toothoroughly enjoying the classes, and am considering PT too.'.'

'I've been going to Kate's classes for a few months now, and although I'I've been going to Kate's classes for a few months now, and although I

leave jelly legged and sweating, the classes are so good! I've never lastedleave jelly legged and sweating, the classes are so good! I've never lasted

longer than 2 weeks at a class. longer than 2 weeks at a class. Kate pushes us, but not too much that it'sKate pushes us, but not too much that it's

not manageable, there's always adaptions for exercises toonot manageable, there's always adaptions for exercises too. I've lost. I've lost

inches and feel so much better in myself!! Everyone in the group is soinches and feel so much better in myself!! Everyone in the group is so

friendly too. friendly too. I hI highly recommend.'ighly recommend.'

Debbie x
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Testimonials...
'I really enjoy attending Kate's classes at Station 22. Lots'I really enjoy attending Kate's classes at Station 22. Lots

of modifications given for all abilities and noof modifications given for all abilities and no

judgement/pressure if you have to stop for a breather.judgement/pressure if you have to stop for a breather.

Very friendly and supportive atmosphereVery friendly and supportive atmosphere.'.'

Charlotte x

'I’ve been doing classes with Kate at Station 22 on a Sunday,'I’ve been doing classes with Kate at Station 22 on a Sunday,

‘Sweat the Sins’. I was very anxious at first, but she was‘Sweat the Sins’. I was very anxious at first, but she was

welcoming and adapts all exercises to suit all levels of fitnesswelcoming and adapts all exercises to suit all levels of fitness

during the class. during the class. I love going and don’t feel anxious at all. ThankI love going and don’t feel anxious at all. Thank

you for the great classes! you for the great classes! Anyone thinking of joining her classes,Anyone thinking of joining her classes,

do it, you will feel great afterwards (and sweaty!).'do it, you will feel great afterwards (and sweaty!).'

April x
'I really enjoy attending Kate’s classes at Station 22.'I really enjoy attending Kate’s classes at Station 22.  

  She's so welcoming, supportive and encouraging. She's so welcoming, supportive and encouraging. HerHer

classes are fun, varied and challenging with alternativesclasses are fun, varied and challenging with alternatives

for all fitness levelsfor all fitness levels. I'd never done a barbell class before I. I'd never done a barbell class before I

started, and now this is one of my favourites!'started, and now this is one of my favourites!'
Karen x

'I've been going to the classes since the beginning of June and'I've been going to the classes since the beginning of June and

absolutely love them all, such a great atmosphere and energy,absolutely love them all, such a great atmosphere and energy,

everyone is so friendly!everyone is so friendly! Kate is a brilliant instructor and it’s great Kate is a brilliant instructor and it’s great

that she always gives modifications for each exercise, if youthat she always gives modifications for each exercise, if you

struggle, everyone works at their own pace and feels comfortable. Istruggle, everyone works at their own pace and feels comfortable. I

highly recommend going to this gym and the classes.'highly recommend going to this gym and the classes.'

Lareena x

Dionnie x

'Absolutely fabulous classes taught by a brilliant PT!! 'Absolutely fabulous classes taught by a brilliant PT!! Kate isKate is

enthusiastic about all her classes and delivers them in fun andenthusiastic about all her classes and delivers them in fun and

relaxed wayrelaxed way. All abilities welcomed and moves are adapted. All abilities welcomed and moves are adapted

where needed. It's such a lovely atmosphere in all classes, andwhere needed. It's such a lovely atmosphere in all classes, and

we have great fun whilst working out!! Love it!!!'we have great fun whilst working out!! Love it!!!'

Laura x
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Testimonials...
''From the moment I stepped foot into the studio to do theFrom the moment I stepped foot into the studio to do the

HardCore HiiTBlast class I felt at easeHardCore HiiTBlast class I felt at ease. I’d never done the class. I’d never done the class

before and didn’t know what to expect, Kate explained everybefore and didn’t know what to expect, Kate explained every

exercise before we did it. I thoroughly enjoyed the class and I feltexercise before we did it. I thoroughly enjoyed the class and I felt

great for it. I do lots of other classes now too, all of which weregreat for it. I do lots of other classes now too, all of which were

new to me to begin. Kate is a fantastic trainer, the classesnew to me to begin. Kate is a fantastic trainer, the classes

always have great energy and atmosphere!'always have great energy and atmosphere!'

Rochelle x

'The classes are great! Kate is so supportive, motivating'The classes are great! Kate is so supportive, motivating

and fun, and she’s helped me in the gym too. and fun, and she’s helped me in the gym too. It’s a greatIt’s a great

gym and studio, so welcoming and friendlygym and studio, so welcoming and friendly, a good and, a good and

positive vibe that we need in these times!'positive vibe that we need in these times!'

Stevi x
'I am SO glad I won a month of classes with Kate at station 22. After putting on'I am SO glad I won a month of classes with Kate at station 22. After putting on

2 stone over lockdown and losing all motivation, it's been the best boost!2 stone over lockdown and losing all motivation, it's been the best boost!

I was nervous about getting back out there and exercising, but from the minuteI was nervous about getting back out there and exercising, but from the minute

I walked into my first class everyone was so lovely and welcomingI walked into my first class everyone was so lovely and welcoming. In a couple. In a couple

of short weeks, through eating well and doing 3-4 classes a week, I can alreadyof short weeks, through eating well and doing 3-4 classes a week, I can already

see and feel a difference in myself; how clothes fit, and weekly pictures I’vesee and feel a difference in myself; how clothes fit, and weekly pictures I’ve

taken. The number on the scales has dropped by 9lbs too... I feel great for it!'taken. The number on the scales has dropped by 9lbs too... I feel great for it!'

Sophie x

'I am absolutely loving Kate's classes! I've been doing the morning classes'I am absolutely loving Kate's classes! I've been doing the morning classes

in the week and Sweat the Sins on Sunday's, and am loving the variety andin the week and Sweat the Sins on Sunday's, and am loving the variety and

energy. energy. Every class is different and challengingEvery class is different and challenging. I'm back in the game and. I'm back in the game and

loving exercise again! Everyone is so lovely too, it's a great atmosphere.'loving exercise again! Everyone is so lovely too, it's a great atmosphere.'

Natalie x

'I've been doing most of Kate's classes around my own dance'I've been doing most of Kate's classes around my own dance

classes (no excuses not to when I'm in the building!). I'm lovingclasses (no excuses not to when I'm in the building!). I'm loving

them all. No two classes are the same, and they are allthem all. No two classes are the same, and they are all

challenging, I have DOMS most days! challenging, I have DOMS most days! They are a great vibe too,They are a great vibe too,

everyone is so lovely and supportive. Everyone progressing andeveryone is so lovely and supportive. Everyone progressing and

doing amazing.doing amazing. Can't wait for all the Station 22 socials.' Can't wait for all the Station 22 socials.'

Jo x

'I only did one class with Kate in the studio before lockdown, and wasn't'I only did one class with Kate in the studio before lockdown, and wasn't

overly confident, with lots of exercises I couldn't do. But I've done everyoverly confident, with lots of exercises I couldn't do. But I've done every

single class throughout lockdown, haven't missed one, and am lovingsingle class throughout lockdown, haven't missed one, and am loving

them! them! My fitness, strength and confidence is through the roof. All theMy fitness, strength and confidence is through the roof. All the

exercises I couldn't do, I can now, all thanks to Kateexercises I couldn't do, I can now, all thanks to Kate. They have kept me. They have kept me

going, it’s what I look forward to and now I feel much more confident,going, it’s what I look forward to and now I feel much more confident,

which others have noticed too.'which others have noticed too.'

Nas x
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  Build strength & get aBuild strength & get a

mega energy, confidencemega energy, confidence

& mood boost!& mood boost!

BROOKS-F ITNESS .CO .UK

Join Our Crew...

Exercise & socialise - makeExercise & socialise - make

friends, have a laugh, sweat,friends, have a laugh, sweat,

lift & get fit...lift & get fit...

Exercise for the feel-good andExercise for the feel-good and

all will fall into place.all will fall into place.

Endorphins are wondrousEndorphins are wondrous

things (and highly addictive!).things (and highly addictive!).
Get that all-important 'me-time'.Get that all-important 'me-time'.

You can't pour from an emptyYou can't pour from an empty

cup. You must prioritise yourself,cup. You must prioritise yourself,

your physical & mental health.your physical & mental health.  Friendly, informal & lots of fun...Friendly, informal & lots of fun...

workout at your level, zeroworkout at your level, zero

pressure & lots of support!pressure & lots of support!
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FAQ's...

Got more Q's... get in touch
Kate can’t Kate can’t stress enough how relaxed all of her classes are… she's easy-going, friendly, supportive andstress enough how relaxed all of her classes are… she's easy-going, friendly, supportive and

tries her best to make classes enjoyable and lots of fun. There’s no pressure in any class, you work withintries her best to make classes enjoyable and lots of fun. There’s no pressure in any class, you work within

your own abilities, everyone is at different levels. She encourages the social too; classes are as muchyour own abilities, everyone is at different levels. She encourages the social too; classes are as much

about making friends and having fun, as they are the exercise.about making friends and having fun, as they are the exercise.  

If you have any questions that haven’t been answered here, please do get in touch and ask away…If you have any questions that haven’t been answered here, please do get in touch and ask away…

Email: hello@brooks-fitness.co.uk

I I haven’t exehaven’t exercised in rcised in a while, will Ia while, will I b be able to manage classes?e able to manage classes?

Yes… Yes… nnoo questio question or doubts about it! All exercises are modifiable, and Kate always offers variationn or doubts about it! All exercises are modifiable, and Kate always offers variations and adaptions to make exercises easier or harder.s and adaptions to make exercises easier or harder.

Everyone works within their own comfort levels and abilities. She demonstrates all exercises and gives technique pointers and tips throughout.Everyone works within their own comfort levels and abilities. She demonstrates all exercises and gives technique pointers and tips throughout.

What do I What do I need to bring / wear for classes?need to bring / wear for classes?

Wear comfortabWear comfortable and suitable exercise/gym wear and trainers. Bring a water bottle with you to ensure you stay well hydrated, also any medicationle and suitable exercise/gym wear and trainers. Bring a water bottle with you to ensure you stay well hydrated, also any medication

you may need/take i.e. inhaler. For certain classes you may want to bring your own equipment if you prefer to use i.e. loop/booty band, kettlebellyou may need/take i.e. inhaler. For certain classes you may want to bring your own equipment if you prefer to use i.e. loop/booty band, kettlebell

(these will be provided, just some people prefer to use their own).(these will be provided, just some people prefer to use their own).  

Who are classes suitable forWho are classes suitable for??
Anyone over the age of 16, women and men, all abilities and experience levels. If anyone has any injuries, weaknesses or conditions that Kate needs toAnyone over the age of 16, women and men, all abilities and experience levels. If anyone has any injuries, weaknesses or conditions that Kate needs to

be aware of, have a word before the class starts and she will ensure any necessary adaptions are made to exercises. If you are pregnant or had a babybe aware of, have a word before the class starts and she will ensure any necessary adaptions are made to exercises. If you are pregnant or had a baby

recently (you must have been signed-off and given the OK to exercise before starting back) let Kate know too.recently (you must have been signed-off and given the OK to exercise before starting back) let Kate know too.  

What facilities are there at the gym?What facilities are there at the gym?

There's lots of free parking at the gym, which is set back off the main road on the way into Waterfoot. There is a gym, functional training room, maleThere's lots of free parking at the gym, which is set back off the main road on the way into Waterfoot. There is a gym, functional training room, male

and female changing rooms and toilet facilities, and it's a massive studio space we use - a great venue!and female changing rooms and toilet facilities, and it's a massive studio space we use - a great venue!

What is the address?What is the address?

Station 22 Gym, 5 Lench Road, Waterfoot, Rossendale, BB4 7JHStation 22 Gym, 5 Lench Road, Waterfoot, Rossendale, BB4 7JH

Can you pay as you go? Is it easy to book?Can you pay as you go? Is it easy to book?

Yes! You can PAYG or purchase an unlimited monthly class pass. All classes and passes are booked and purchased via the GymCatch app (which isYes! You can PAYG or purchase an unlimited monthly class pass. All classes and passes are booked and purchased via the GymCatch app (which is

really easy to download and use). Kate offers discounts and freebie taster sessions from time to time too, so keep an eye out.really easy to download and use). Kate offers discounts and freebie taster sessions from time to time too, so keep an eye out.  

http://www.brooks-fitness.co.uk/
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Class Costs & Booking...

For class bookings download the GymCatch App and search for Brooks Fitness 

Other Classes & Services...
Pre & Post Natal BootcampsPre & Post Natal Bootcamps - Kate instructs a number of group exercise classes in Rossendale for pregnant women - Kate instructs a number of group exercise classes in Rossendale for pregnant women

and new mums - and new mums - Mum-to-Be BootcampMum-to-Be Bootcamp, , Mum & Baby BootcampMum & Baby Bootcamp & &  Buggy BootcampBuggy Bootcamp. Supporting women to stay strong. Supporting women to stay strong

and active through pregnancy and beyond. Informal, friendly and fun, these classes are as much about the social asand active through pregnancy and beyond. Informal, friendly and fun, these classes are as much about the social as

they are the exercise. Bringing women together to share the journey, make friends and stay strong... every bit thethey are the exercise. Bringing women together to share the journey, make friends and stay strong... every bit the

sisterhood and support group! Click on the links above to head over to the website to find out more...sisterhood and support group! Click on the links above to head over to the website to find out more...      

Personal TrainingPersonal Training - Kate offers personal training services on a 1-2-1 and small group basis at Station 22 Gym, which at - Kate offers personal training services on a 1-2-1 and small group basis at Station 22 Gym, which at

certain times of the day is closed to public and just used for PT. Clients don't have to be a member to use thecertain times of the day is closed to public and just used for PT. Clients don't have to be a member to use the

facilities for PT sessions. Personal training she offers is female specific including pre & post-natal personal trainingfacilities for PT sessions. Personal training she offers is female specific including pre & post-natal personal training

(for postnatal sessions you can bring your baby along too). She offers discounts on block bookings which have added(for postnatal sessions you can bring your baby along too). She offers discounts on block bookings which have added

extras too. extras too. Click this link and head over to my website to find out moreClick this link and head over to my website to find out more..  

Classes can be booked on a pay as you go basis or you can purchase a monthly unlimited pass and get mega savings,Classes can be booked on a pay as you go basis or you can purchase a monthly unlimited pass and get mega savings,

if you're keen to get stuck in. Booking and payment is done via the GymCatch App, which is easy to download and use.if you're keen to get stuck in. Booking and payment is done via the GymCatch App, which is easy to download and use.

Search for Brooks Fitness or click on the links in this guide to take you through to the home/booking page on the App.Search for Brooks Fitness or click on the links in this guide to take you through to the home/booking page on the App.      

£26 monthly unlimited pass£26 monthly unlimited pass

PAYG - £6 (45 min class) | £4 (30 min class)PAYG - £6 (45 min class) | £4 (30 min class)

NOTE: Everyone that attends a class/course MUST complete an online health questionnaire (PARQ) prior to attending your firstNOTE: Everyone that attends a class/course MUST complete an online health questionnaire (PARQ) prior to attending your first

class. It only takes a couple of minutes to complete, and you only need to do it once, unless details/circumstances change.class. It only takes a couple of minutes to complete, and you only need to do it once, unless details/circumstances change.  

CC  lick this link to view and completelick this link to view and complete  
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